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A hypothesis testing problem for two processes is considered. A test which is asymptotically efficient 
for specified pairs of null hypotheses and alternatives is called adaptive. A necessary and sufficient 
adaptation condition in the ergodic case is obtained. Several examples with explicitly constructed adaptive 
tests are studied. 
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1. Introduction 
Let Xc,, = {X,, 0~ s c t} be an observed part of a stochastic process, with the index 
t taking either positive real values or positive integer values. In the problem of 
testing a null hypothesis P, versus an alternative Q, on the basis of XC,,, let 
p, = cp,(X,,,) be the optimal likelihood-ratio test of this hypothesis of level LY, 0 < LY < 
1, i.e., Erq, s CI and 9, minimizes the second kind error, E?(l - cp,). 
Assume that with some sequence c,, c, + 00 as t + CO, under P,, (I/c,) log(dP,/dQ,) 
exists and converges to a constant K, 0 s K < 00. Then 
!im_+logE?(l-rp,)=-K. (1.1) 
- I 
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In the case when Xc,, = (x1,. . . , x,) is a random sample either from a distribution 
P or from a distribution Q this result is attributed to C. Stein (cf. Bahadur, 1971). 
In this situation c, = t and 
K = K(P, Q) = EP log(dP/dQ) 
is the classical Kullback-Leibler information number. In the general case (1.1) 
follows from Theorem 2.1 of Bahadur, Zabell and Gupta (1980). Generalizations 
of (1.1) to the case where there exists an asymptotic Kullback-Leibler rate 
lim(l/c,)K(P,, Q,) were obtained by Vajda (1989, 1990). 
Generalizations of (1.1) when the normed log-likelihood ratio converges to a 
non-degenerate random variable (non-ergodic case) can be found in Basawa and 
Scott (1983, p. 142) or in Hornik (1988). 
It is immediate that for any other o-level test 1+5,, 
li~~f$logE?(l-+,)3-K, (1.2) 
so that (1.2) can serve as a definition of asymptotic optimality, namely a-level test 
(lr, of P, versus Q, is asymptotically optimal if it attains equality in (1.2). 
We are interested here in the situation when distributions P, and Q, are known 
only up to a nuisance parameter 6. For any fixed value of 8, a hypothesis Pp is to 
be tested against Qf , and it is desired to find a test which is asymptotically optimal 
for any fixed value of 6 and which is independent of 6. Another interpretation is 
that in the hypothesis testing problem of a family {Pf} versus a family {Qf}, a test 
which has a high power against a specified alternative is needed. 
The problem of so-called adaptive tests has been studied by Rukhin (1986) who 
in the case of i.i.d. observations showed that an adaptive test exists if and only if 
for all 6, 7, 
K(P,y, 0,)~ K(P,, Qta), (1.3) 
i.e., if each of hypotheses testing problems corresponding to a fixed 6 is at least 
as difficult as the problems corresponding to a null hypothesis from a different 
value 7, 77 f 19. 
The main goal of this paper is to show that a condition of type (1.3) is responsible 
for the adaptation in the general case. Corresponding result is proved in Section 2, 
where also an adaptive test is constructed. This test is a version of weighted likeli- 
hood ratio test with weights for 6 under alternative being proportional to 
exp{c,K( P,?, Q+,)}. Section 3 contains some examples. 
2. Adaptation condition 
We assume hereafter that for each t being a positive integer or a positive real number 
one has a probability space (a, 9,) with two measures P,., and QB, such that P,?, 
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is absolutely continuous with respect to Q,?, for sufficiently large t. (We do not 
assume that 9, is contained in F5 if t c s.) 
For reference we formulate here an exact form of the Stein Lemma. 
Proposition. Assume that cp, is an optimal a-level test of P, versus Q,, i.e., 
1, %og%d,, 
cl dQ, 
$01 = 
0, &og$> d,. 
Cl I 
in P,-probability, 
then 
limLlogE?(I-cp,)=-K=-limd,. Cl 
1+*X c, ,+u- 
The last formula follows from the fact that 
P,(+o,=&d,)wP,($og$d,). 
Assume now that 6 is a parameter taking values in a compact separable space 
0 and {P,Y,} and {QIl,} are two separate families to be tested one against the other. 
A test (P~ is called adaptive if for given numbers ai), O< a?7 < 1, 
E!,cp,s ai, 
and 
(2.1) 
We assume here that: 
(Al) For any 6, 7, 
dpm 
;log- F K,, in P,,-probability. 
dQ,, 1-3; 
Clearly K,, are nonnegative numbers. Also we suppose: 
(A2) For any 5 and t with P,,-probability one, log(dP,,/dQ,,) is a continuous 
function of 7, and for any 5, r] and t, under P,?, the family of distributions of 
log(dP,,/dQ,,) is tight. 
Also assume that K,?,? is a continuous function of 8, so that 
sup KtY, = max KAA CM. 
A A 
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Theorem. Under assumptions (Al) and (A2) an adaptive test exists if and only if for 
all 6 # 7, 
K fiacK,la. (2.2) 
Proof. Suppose that (P~ is an adaptive test. Since 
E&s a,, -=z 1, 
it follows from the proposition that for any 8, 
liE&ftlog E$,(I-cp,)s-K,,. (2.3) 
But the adaptation definition implies that 
li~i$f~logE$,(l-rF.)=!jn$logE$,(l-p,)=-K,,. 
I 
This formula and (2.3) imply (2.2). 
To prove the sufficiency of (2.2) consider for a fixed 5 the hypothesis testing 
problem of PC, against the alternative 0, where for any measurable set A, 
Q,(~) =.few(cXl~e)Q8,(A) W-4) 
5 exp(c,&,) dm(6) ’ 
and m is a probability measure whose topological support coincides with 0. Then 
a standard argument shows that 
c;’ log 
I 
exp( c,K,,) dm( 6) + m,:x Kit0 = l?, 
and under P,,, 
1 dP6, 
fiir 1, = Jill c, log G 
K,YB +‘log- 
dQ,, 
dP,r II dm(6) + Z? Cl 
=-max[K,,-K,,]+K. 
? 
(2.4) 
For any 8, let d,, be the largest solution of the inequality 
Pit(Z,~d8,)~aA. 
Since I, 2 (l/c,) min, log(dP,,/dQ,,), assumption (A2) implies that d, = min, do, > 
--oo. Introduce the test 
1, < d,, 
l,>d,. 
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Because of (2.4), 
fim, c;’ log E$( 1 - (i,) 
= !\: CT’ log 
J 
E$,(l-(P,) exp(c,K,,) dm(n) 
- J$ c;’ log 
J 
exp(c,K,,) dm( n) 
= max [K,, - K,,] - R. 
V 
But 
!i+m c;’ log EP( 1 - Cp,) 3 max [K,, + &] - K, 
n 
(2.5) 
(2.6) 
where 
&=lim$fc;‘logE$(l-+,). 
A comparison of (2.5) and (2.6) shows that 
max [K,, +&I d max I&, - &I. ? ? 
Because of (2.2), the right-hand side of this inequality vanishes, so that 
&G-K ‘Iv. 
But according to the proposition 
/3,2-K VT), 
so that for all r], 
lim~logE$(l-+,)=-K,,, 
and therefore 4, is an adaptive test. 0 
Corollary. Under assumptions of the theorem an adaptive test exists if PC, = P,. Cl 
Remark 1. It can be shown that under condition (2.2) the test statistic 
F,,(A) = 
J 
Pa,(A) dm(6), 
is also adaptive. If qe, and ps, are densities of Qs, and PO, with respect to some 
reference measure, the statistic 
gives rise to an adaptive test if (2.2) is met. 
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Remark 2. The compactness condition of 0 can be somewhat relaxed. Namely in 
the proof we need assumption (A2) and the formula (2.4) which can replace the 
compactness assumption. 
3. Examples 
3.1. Discrete time Gaussian processes 
Let X(,)=(U,,..., U,) be a random vector such that for k = 1,2, _ . . , 
where 6 > 0 and {&} is a mean zero Gaussian sequence with a given covariance 
function R. Let WY,) = (,u,, ,ul, . . . , ,~,)~and p.2,) = (,u;, ,ui, .. . , p:)‘be two different 
vectors which are to be tested one against the other and let 6 play the role of the 
nuisance parameter. 
If P,Y, and Q,, are the corresponding distributions of X(,), then one has 
dP,S, )og-= 
dQ,, 
log;+: Y;,R;’ I$, 
where P~,~=P~,~-P~,~, Y,I=&~-PL~)~~ and R, =(R(i,j))i,i=l ,,..,,. (We assume that 
R, is non-singular for any t.) The Central Limit Theorem implies that 
i YT,,R;‘y,,+t’ in P,,-probability. 
Let H(R) denote the reproducing kernel Hilbert space corresponding to R. We 
distinguish two different cases: 
(i) p belongs to H(R). Here p is the vector whose projection on the correspond- 
ing finite-dimensional space is ,u(,). This condition is equivalent to the condition 
jim kc$;‘p.(,) < a 
(cf. Parzen, 1967, Theorem 6E, pp. 316-318). It follows that in P,,-probability 
dJ’m 
flog- 
dQ,r 
+,og++9’(+-$) =Ksv. 
In particular for any 8, 
KAB = 0. 
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The adaptation condition holds automatically and the traditional likelihood ratio 
test defined by the statistic 
is adaptive. 
(ii) p does not belong to H(R). Assume that with 
c, =&8$&o, 
Oslim t/c,=b<oo. 
,+Ci (3.1) 
(This condition means that pc,RJ'p cri tends to infinity at least as fast as t.) Then 
in P,,-probability 
dp,, -+blog~+bi+&--$)+-&=K”“. 
dQ,, 
In particular 
so that (2.2) holds. 
Assume that the parameter 6 takes values 6,). . . , 6,. The classical likelihood 
ratio test rejects the null hypothesis for large values of the statistic 
m,!n [S?(X,,, -~~,,)TR;‘(X(r,-~1),))+2 log a,1 
-mm [6;2(X,,,-~u:,,)‘RJ’(X,,,-~u:,,)+2 log -Sil, 
This test may not be adaptive (Rukhin, 1986). 
An adaptive test rejects the null hypothesis for large values of the statistic 
m,in [6,‘(X,,,-~I),,)TR,‘(X(r,-ll~r,)+210g *,I 
-m,jn [S,“(X,,,-~u:,,)‘R;‘(X~,~-~~,,) 
+ 2 log 6, - K’(& - F”frJTK’(PY,, - &)I. 
To illustrate this example further we specify 
R(i,j)=min(i,j). 
Then 
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so that 
H(R)= /A: f (~j-~i-I)2<oo 1 .i=2 1 
If j_~y= p” and p: = r_~‘, then condition (i) is met. 
If j.~y= fp”, j.~) = tp’ with pO# j_~‘, then the case (ii) holds with 6 = (j.~‘-j_~‘)-~. 
If Jo:= t2po, pi = t’p’ with p”# p’, then (3.1) is valid with 6 =0 and 
lim ,+o: c,p3=&L0-/L’)*. 
As another specification let 
R(ij)=pli-j’, /pl<l. 9 
Then 
If~(:=~“and~:=~‘,then(3.1) is satisfied with b=(l+p)/[(l-p)(j.~“-/11)‘]. 
If /-L:= tp’, pi = tp’, then (3.1) holds with 6 = 0 and lim c,/t3 = 
(cL0-rd2(l -p)l[3(1 +p)1. 
3.2(a). Autoregressive processes: Unknown scale 
Assume now that in the notation of the previous example for k = 1,2, . . . , 
u, = yu,_'+vYz~, u,=o, 
where 19 is positive, and 2, is a standard normal random variable. Assume that two 
values of y: y. and y’ are to be tested, so that Pz7, = P,+, and QB, = P,, -9, with yo f yl . 
One has 
dp,, 
log-= 
dQ,, 
t log:++ ui(+&) 
+$ u:_‘($-$+$ uiui-,($-$). 
Since U, under Pa, is a mean zero Gaussian sequence with the covariance function 
R(i,j)= s’min(i,j), 
1 
#( y’+i _ y W(Y2- I), IYI < 1, 
y=l, 
82(-l)i+‘min(i, j), y=-1, 
one obtains in the ergodic case ) yo) < 1: 
dP,y, 
flog- 
dQ,r 
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(cf. Basawa and Scott, 1983, pp. 138-139). Condition (2.2) means that 
which cannot be satisfied if there are ratios (7/ 8) close to 1-t ( ‘yO - r,)‘/( 1 - 7:). 
3.2(b). Autoregressive processes: Unknown correlations 
We consider here the situation when in the model of Example 3.2(a), 
with positive y and 6 belonging to a compact subset of (0,l). It follows from 
Example 3.2(a) that under Pa, 
This fact together with the normality of the loglikelihood ratio immediately implies 
that all assumptions of the theorem hold, so that an adaptive test exists. One can 
derive the asymptotic form of this test in the following way. 
Assume for simplicity that U,, = 0 and that yO> y,. By Example 3.2(a) for Xc,, = 
(U,, . . . , U,) and for every 6, n = 6, 
MX,,,, N=log$+; s-1 K(Xc,,, 6), 
( > 
where 
has the distribution proportional to that of a chi-squared random variable. Hence 
for every (Y, O< (Y < 1 and every fixed 6 one can find a-level test p, of P,?, versus 
Q9, such that 
;log%(I-rp,)+-K,,. 
Indeed one can take 
i 
I, L(X,,,, 6) < 4, 
” = 0, L(Xc,,, 6) 3 4, 
with 
where K does not depend on 6 and x;‘(l -(Y) is the (1 - cY)-percentile of 
x:-distribution. 
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Replacing in this test the unknown 6 by its consistent estimate 
gr=,i* UU-1 ,jl, uf-l, 
/. 
one obtains a test Cp, which is asymptotically a-level, 
E&G, + (Y for all 8, 
and which satisfies the adaptation condition (2.1). The first property follows from 
the fact that in P,-probability for any 6, 
X(X(,,, 6) - K(Xu,, 6) 
=gp-5,) t lJ,u; I+ 
i=l 
y t uf_,+o. 
0 i=2 
The second property follows from (1.2) and from the fact that the inequality 
MXW, 6) c JxXW, 6) 
implies 
J%(L -6,) = Q,,(J%(X,,,, &)> 4) 
s Q&(&(X,,,, 6) > 4) = E%(l - cpl). 
3.3. Continuous time Gaussian processes with diRerent means 
Let PF,B denote a probability measure on the space of continuous functions C([O, ~3)) 
with the a-field 2 = o(X, : t 2 0), X,(w) = w(t) such that 
x,= ?Y/_L(t)+Z,, tzo, 
where 6 is a real number, p is a continuous function, and Z is a mean zero Gaussian 
process with the covariance function R. Let us fix two different functions PO(t) and 
p,(t) and put Ply, to be a restriction of P,,,,it on 2, = u(X,: r< t) and let QJ, be 
defined similarly. Let Xc,, = (X,, 0~ 7~ t), so that Xc,, maps C[O, 00) into C[O, t]. 
Also denote by pi(,) the restriction of pj, i = 0, 1, on [0, t] and by R, the restriction 
of R on [0, r] x [0, t]. 
Suppose that for every t, pjcrj is in H(R,), i = 0, 1, and let (., e), and 1). /jr denote 
the inner product and the norm in H( R,). It follows that Pi,, and Q,, are mutually 
absolutely continuous and 
dP,y, 
log dP 
-= ~,(~~,~-rICL,)-t~211)(l.~ll:+~71211~,II: 
T)f 
=L,(~~o-77~-L)-(9~~-T)cL,, %-b)r+W/*0-77CL1ll:. 
Here L, : H(R,) + L*(P,) denotes the linear isometry with 
(I 
I 
L x dm P,-a.e., P = PO,O, 
0 
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for every m from the dual space to C([O, t]). Since under PxY,, L,(p) has a normal 
distribution with mean ( OpO, p), and the variance (1~ [I :, one obtains that under P,,, , 
dP,y, 
log - 
dQ,, 
has a normal distribution whose mean is 
~=~l%-Wll;3 
and whose variance is 2a. 
Assume now that p0 does not belong to H(R) and 
OS/im, ll~,ll:IIl~LOllf=~~~, 
!im (I-Q,, ~J~lll~~~ll~= d E R. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Choose c, such that 
c, = llP”ll5(l+m). 
Then in P,Y,-probability, 
In particular 
K,, = v2(;b+f-d). 
Thus adaptation condition (2.2) takes the form 
~‘(;-d)=rnj,n(ftY2-d6q)=f6’(~)-dqfi(~), 
where 
If d = 1, this condition holds automatically. 
One can interchange the roles of P, and puo and notice that if IL, is not in H(R), 
but 
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Condition (2.2) in this case is 
q2(:b - d) = tnjn l$b7Y2 - d&I, 
which is always true if d = b. 
For instance, in the problem of testing the frequency in a sinusoidal signal in the 
presence of additive Gaussian white noise, 
’ 
, 
/-k(r) = 
I 
sin wOs ds, /-Q(r) = 
I 
sin w,s ds, 
0 0 
and 
R(s, t)=min(s,t). 
In this case 
and 
H(R,) = {h: h is absolutely continuous, h(O) = 0, h’~ L2([0, t], ds)} 
(h,, h,), = 
I 
’ h:h; ds. 
0 
Then 
II/1iII:=“.5t(1+0(1)), bo, CL,)1 = o(t). 
Therefore (3.2), (3.3) are satisfied with b = 1, d = 0, and an adaptive test exists if 
and only if 8 = -7. However, if cc0 = 0, then in (3.4) and (3.5), b, = d, = 0 and 
adaptive tests exist. 
3.4. Dijiision processes 
In the terminology of the previous example, let Pa,* denote a probability measure 
on C[O, 00) such that under P,.O, 
X,=-&l 
I 
I 
X,y ds+ W,, ts0, 
0 
where W, is a standard Wiener process and 19 is positive. Assume that in the null 
hypothesis a = a, = 1 and for the alternative a = a, = -1. Then 
108 
dP,w 
-=-(~+lY) 
dQ,t J 
, I 
X, dX,+;(q2-62) J X: ds 0 0 
J 
t 
=-(7/+8) X.7 dW,(6)+$(q+ 8)* Xi ds, 
0 I' 0 
where W(6) is a standard Wiener process under Pe. With c, = t one has 
1 ’ 
t 0 J 
Xf ds + $ in P,,-probability, 
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and 
1 I J f cl X, d v,( 19) + 0 in P,?,-probability. 
Therefore, under Pit,, 
and 
K,, = 71 (cf. Basawa and Scott, 1983, pp. 139-140). 
The adaptation condition here, 
. bl+*12 
TSrnin 
Bfr) 46 ’ 
is always valid. 
3.5. Known signal in partially unknown noise 
Let us consider a zero mean Gaussian process X,, OS 7~ r, with continuous or 
discrete time 7, and denote by Q, its probability distribution. Let P, be the probability 
distribution of the process obtained by adding to X, a deterministic signal ~(7) 
with ~(0) = 0. Under general assumptions Rosanov (1971) proved that the 
equivalence of P, and Q, takes place if and only if the closure in mean square with 
respect to Q, of the set of all linear combinations 
C GC,, 0s 7, G t, 
I 
contains a random variable Y, such that 
E?Y,X,=w(7), os7c1. 
If such a random variable exists and has the variance c(t), O< c(t) < 00, then 
lo+ Y,-&(t). 
t 
If Y, is N(0, c(t))-distributed under Q, then 
K(P,, Q,) = E:( Y, -h(t)) 
= E?( Y, -+c(t)) exp{ Y, -$c(t)) 
=fc(t), 
and 
Var( Y, -;c( t)) = EP( Y, - c( t))2 
(Y - 4r)J2 
24r) 
d y 
(3.4) 
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It follows from (3.4) that c(t) is nondecreasing in t. If it is unbounded then because 
of (3.4) and (3.5) as t + a, 
dP 1 
&og-+- 
c(t) dQ, 2 
in P,-probability. 
Also 
&I+&)log~-~ 1 
is a standard normal random variable. 
Before we apply these results to adaptive testing, note that I’, can be explicitely 
evaluated in many situations. For example if X, satisfies the stochastic differential 
equation 
dX, = -(Y(T)X, dr+/3(7) d W, 
for continuous positive functions CI( T) and P(T) and if ~(7) has bounded variation 
with almost surely bounded derivative P'(T), then all assumptions above hold for 
Y, = - I ’ a(T)PU(T)+P’(T) dW 0 P(T) T 
and 
c(t) = 
a(T)P(T)+P’(T) I ’ dT b(T) ’ 
Other examples can be found in Vajda (1990) and in Michalek (1990). 
The mentioned results hold for all initial distributions PO, Q. (note that ~(0) = 0 
implies PO= Qo). Assume that PO = Q. = N(a, a’) and let 6 = (a, 02) vary in a 
compact subset of R x (0,~). Finally denote by Pa,, Q4, the distributions P,, Q, 
corresponding to a specific vector 8 and assume that c(t) is unbounded. It follows 
from the above that for any 6 = (a,, CT:) and 7 = (a,, CT:), 
(X,-a,)’ (X,-a,)’ 
2 
*0 
-log$+2Y,-c(t) ) 1 
and that all assumptions of the theorem hold for c, = c(t) and KS,, = i. Adaptive 
tests can in this case be based on the statistic 
which does not depend on 6. It follows from (3.5) that a one-sided adaptive test 
for given ayg = a E (0, 1) can be obtained from the proposition with 
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where @-‘((Y) stands for the a-quantile of standard normal distribution. A two-sided 
adaptive test has the form 
1, if)Y,-c(t)\>&QJQi-‘(l-a), 
PI = 
0, otherwise. 
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